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Cover photograph

After meticulous restoration by many PETS members
over an extended period, and following the
conclusion of final negotiations and the signing of an
updated agreement between PETS and the City of
South Perth, Perth B-class tram 15 was rehoused in
its temporary home in Mill Point Road on Sunday 27
September.
B15 is shown here shortly after its arrival in South
Perth.
See also pages 5, and 14 to 20.
Photograph: Michael Stukely

Just as a reminder that it is not all about Perth,
here is a destination roll from a Fremantle
tram, spotted hanging on the wall of a local
shop.
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From the President
Members, things are at last looking up for the Society.
Trams have started running again
We started again on Monday 12 October, at
the tail-end of the school holidays. Everyone
must have been missing us, as we started with
great passenger numbers, which have mostly
continued.
Tram B-15 project completed
As you can read in this issue of Carbarn, our
restored tram B-15 has gone to its new home
in South Perth, on loan. And it looks
magnificent. Thanks to all who had a hand in
the restoration, and in preparing it for the
shift. Great thanks too to Lindsay Richardson
for keeping this Special Project on track over
a number of years.
Financial relief
Our financial balance is also improving. With
payment to us of various amounts which were
overdue, income from our trams, waivers of

some annual fees that we usually have to pay,
and generous donations from some members,
things are looking up.
Christmas Party
We could not hold our Easter social earlier in
the year but the Christmas party is on. Come
along and celebrate with fellow members and
friends. Includes the presentation of the David
Secker Memorial Award. Sunday 6 December.
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting is on, on 29
November. Please think carefully about who you
would like to represent you on Council [for what
is left of the year], and why not consider

standing yourself?
Allan Kelly

Museum grounds

Mike Fielder and Maree Cowley, on 9 September, admiring a flowering Bottlebrush which they had
planted 12 months ago beside the Oketon Geddes Carbarn fan. Photograph: Lindsay Richardson
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PETS Traffic Crews and Restricted Motormen — Safety Notice
Safety issues around Pia’s Place
from Michael Stukely, PETS Rail Safety Manager
The new Pia’s Place All Abilities Playground is now a very popular attraction, along with the new Cafe
nearby, and we need to pay special attention when driving the trams through this busy area.
In our Safety Management System revision of 2020, Pia’s Place and its surrounds are now designated as
a Pedestrian Area.
•
This area includes the full length of track between the Horse Swamp Cattle Grid and road access
crossing (east end), and the Bennett Brook South Road Crossing with the new Pedestrian Crossing
alongside (west end).
•
All Motormen MUST use caution when driving through this whole area, in BOTH directions. We
need to use a cautious approach here, especially at busy times, as we do in the Village Mall.
•
Please ALWAYS be aware that small children are unpredictable, and may run (or ride — on a
scooter, skate-board, etc.) over the tram line, without warning.
•
The pedestrian crossing at the tram stop is a particular hazard, with limited visibility especially
when travelling from the Village towards Mussel Pool (when we do not normally stop). GO SLOW
through here, always.
•
Note also that pedestrians may cross the track immediately to the east of the tram stop
platform, and on the grassed areas.
•
You must drive sufficiently slowly that you can STOP the tram very quickly if the need arises, as
appropriate to the day’s conditions
Date: Sunday 29 November 2020
Commencing: 0930
Place: PETS Carbarn
Agenda: Will include Reports, election of
Office-bearers, and general discussion of
matters raised by members.

Annual General Meeting
We have at last been able to re-schedule the
Society’s Annual General Meeting, delayed
from earlier in the year due to CoViD-19
restrictions.

Safety management — have your say

Christmas Party

The Safety Management Committee works to
make sure that our trams operate safely,
and that we can maintain our accreditation
to run them.
The Committee is now due to review, revise
and update the PETS Rail Safety
Management System (SMS) document. As we
do this we take note of any safety-related
incidents through the previous year, and all
comments in the Incident Book.
Your further suggestions are also welcome.
There is a copy of the SMS, for members’
reference, in a white arch-file in the pigeonhole in the Members Room.
Writing and revising documents may not be
your thing, but you still may have ideas to
submit for consideration — just send an
email or other note to Mike Stukely.

The Society’s Christmas Party and barbecue
is on again this year, and as usual is not to
be missed. All food and soft drinks supplied.
BYO alcohol [be careful for the drive home].
This year the event will be on Sunday
December 6, at Mussel Pool, from 4.30 pm.
Presentation of the David Secker Memorial
Award, delayed from earlier this year, will
be part of the proceedings.
Father Christmas will be there. Bring a
suitable present for any children you are
bringing.
RSVP by 29 November to Beth Kelly,
indicating the number of adults and children
attending:
0428 782 955, or bethraekelly@hotmail.com
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Perth B class tram 15 departs for new home
WAGT single-truck B class tram 15, whose body
has been fully restored by PETS for static display
by the City of South Perth and the City of South
Perth Historical Society (Inc.), was loaded for
transport to South Perth on Friday 25 September,
supervised by Noel Blackmore. It spent the next
day at the transport company’s yard, before being
unloaded in the early hours of Sunday 27th and
installed in its new home, with road closures in
place. Its scheduled arrival time for unloading was
6.00am, but by 5.50am, the tram was already
inside its new, purpose-built, glass-walled display
shed! The whole operation went very smoothly,
and the busy Mill Point Road was re-opened to
traffic earlier than expected.
B 15 is to be on public display, facing Mill Point
Road just east of the Mends Street intersection
(through which trams once ran, on their way from
Como to the Mends Street Jetty terminus). It is
directly opposite ex-Melbourne W2 class tram 388,
whose front end is clearly visible across the road
in the Windsor Hotel.
The restoration and long-term loan of tram 15 was
coordinated for PETS by Lindsay Richardson as a
Special Project, over many years, and we thank
Lindsay for his tireless work.

Photograph: Lindsay Richardson

B-15 Project co-ordinator Lindsay Richardson in
the cab after the tram’s successful transfer to
South Perth.
Photograph: Michael Stukely

Lindsay was on hand for the even-earlier-than-expected arrival of tram B15 at 4.30am on 27
September in Mill Point Road at Mends Street, South Perth. This rather surreal photo, with colours
washed out due to the darkness, shows the scene, ready for the crane lifting gear to be fitted.
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Where is it? — from the August 2020 issue

Familiarity with Perth trolley bus routes, and typical Perth inner-city housing styles, might have helped
here, even if just for elimination purposes. A lot of the old housing has now been replaced by modern
buildings, so Google maps might not have been much use.
The bus pictured looks like many of the early Perth trolley buses, 5 to 40. An enlarged view of the back
[top right] shows trolley retrievers, which were not used in Perth. [See Carbarn, February 2019 —
hopefully readers have been paying attention… ] The other Australian trolley bus system which used the
same Leyland-style body was Hobart, which is where the mystery photograph was taken.
Left: Hobart trolley bus 25,
showing the close similarity to the
early Perth buses. The Hobart
colour is darker.
Below left: A rear view of Hobart
trolley bus 71, shown with some
Hobart trams.
Below right: Detail of Hobart
trolley bus 71, showing the trolley
retrievers which provided the clue
for the mystery photograph.
Photographs: Wikipedia
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Public passenger tram services resume at Whiteman Park
Hello everyone, No 891 here!
Glad to see you all again and I hope you are all keeping well!
After consultation with the government and their COVID 19 requirements, my fellow tramcar friends and I shall be returning
to public operation within Whiteman Park beginning this coming Monday the 12th of October! Just in time for the perfect
Spring weather!
To comply with the requirements, my passenger numbers will be limited to a maximum of 30 per trip.
Here is some info on the days you can see me and friends!
Hours of operation, listed times being ex-Village:
Tuesdays and Fridays….…….…. First trip 11am, last return trip 2pm
Midweek school holidays….... First trip 11am, last return trip 3pm
Saturdays……………………....…….…. First trip 11am, last return trip 4pm
Sundays and public holidays.. First trip 11am, last return trip 4:30pm
Tram stops:
Village Junction
Village
Pia’s place
Mussel pool
Carbarn*
Stopping pattern:
Village > Mussel pool > Carbarn* > Mussel pool > Pia's place
Pia’s place > Village Junction > Village
* Extends to Carbarn for special events or operational requirements only.
Trams depart the Village on the hour and half hour and depart Pia's place approximately quarter to and quarter past the
hour.
Return fares:
Adult Return…… $6.00
Senior……….….. $5.00
Child……….….... $3.00
Family (2A, 2Ch) $15.00
Single fares:
Adult…… $3.00
Child…... $2.00

*All fares are cash only*
Buy your tickets from the Conductor on board.
Looking forward to seeing you soon everyone!

As announced by the above Facebook post from Shane Parsons, public tram services at
Whiteman Park resumed on Monday 12 October, which for most schools was a Pupil-free
Day at the end of the two-week October holidays. With a fine spring day, and the Facebook
publicity, passenger loadings on ex-Melbourne SW6 891 were good. Cash fares were
collected as usual.
Crew training and required procedures were in place, in particular regular cleaning of
designated surfaces in the tram using a 70% isopropyl alcohol spray, and a passenger limit
of 30 persons per trip.
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Museum news and activities
Restoration of WAGT 130

Meanwhile on 4 October a special work
party
turned its attention to the canvas roof, which as
well as having deteriorated was potentially hiding
defects in the roof timbers.

Some items for the body restoration of WAGT A
class 130, including installing the steps on the
western end platform, have had to be deferred due
to the lack of funds during the COVID-19 pandemic
with no public tram services operating.

Gordon and Ray Blackmore, and Allan and Tony
Kelly, removed the old canvas and found the roof to
be in fair condition, with some repairs needed. Most
of the wooden attachments on the roof came off
easily, but several resistant ones were left in place.

Above: A piece of the canvas, showing why it had to
be removed.
Below: Ray Blackmore found some sections easy to
peel off.

Photographs: Gordon Blackmore

Graham Bedells is making good progress with
painting the internal saloon ceiling, while Gavin
Casey is sanding and repairing the window frames.
John Davies has continued fitting the window trims.

Above: Allan Kelly with a canvas section which did
not want to move.
Below: Some of the damage that was revealed.
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An unusual view of the Oketon Geddes carbarn after the canvas was removed from Perth 130,
foreground, and the roof partially cleaned up. In front of 130 is Perth 66. Fremantle 36 is next to130,
and in front of it is Fremantle 29.
Photograph: Gordon Blackmore
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Above: Gavin Casey repairing a window
frame, on 2 September, for return to WAGT
130.
Right: Graham Bedells painting the ceiling of
WAGT 130 on 26 August.
Photographs: Lindsay Richardson

Where is it?

The challenge,
presented this time
by Michael Stukely, is
to identify the
location.
If you think you know,
please send in your
idea. The full story
will be revealed in
the next issue.
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Tram maintenance

Rolling Stock maintenance and refurbishment by
our Midweek (Wednesday and Thursday) team has
continued at a good pace, with service trams
having been kept in a fully maintained condition.
Work is also continuing on the refurbishment of
the No. 15 trucks for Melbourne W6 998, which is
expected to enter service at Whiteman Park in the
near future.

Right:: Len Pearce and Ray White examining
newly-treated armatures on 26 August.
Below: Newly-overhauled Melbourne No. 15
trucks expected to be placed under W6 998,
as seen on 2 September
Photographs: Lindsay Richardson
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Track

Our track maintenance program remains on target.
Replacement of deteriorating timber sleepers with
steel continued, completing the main line section
heading west from the Workshops Road level
crossing to the Mussel Pool tram stop. On the track
work-days 11 July, 8 August, 12 and 26 September,
a total of 25 life-expired timber sleepers were
replaced with steel, with additional packing and
adjustments to gauge being carried out as needed,
by the regular team of Trevor Dennhardt, Nick
Tsiaglis, Terry Young and Michael Stukely. A small
number of timber sleepers in a sound condition
now remain here.
Ray Blackmore has continued the task of regauging and levelling the Road 1/Road 2 points on
the Oketon Geddes Carbarn fan, and making
preparations for concreting.
Right: Nick Tsiaglis and Trevor Dennhardt
working their way along to the Mussel Pool tram
stop, on 12 September, shovel-packing the
newly installed steel sleepers.
Below: Two weeks later, on 26 September, Terry
Young has now progressed further.
Photographs: Michael Stukely
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Above: Nick Tsiaglis, with Trevor Dennhardt in the tractor, demonstrating removal of a wooden sleeper. 26
September.
Photograph: Michael Stukely
Below: Some of the newly-welded sections of the Road1/Road2 points on the Carbarn fan being repaired
by Ray Blackmore and [inset] the track testing equipment in use on 21 September.
Photographs: David Brown
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Perth B-class 15 — The Restoration

Photograph: PETS collection

WAGT B-class 15 was received by PETS as it had been in its most recent form — as a backyard
children’s playroom:

Photograph: PETS collection

The Society’s task was to reverse the effects of time, and the structural changes that had been
made, and return B-15 to its fundamental form as a public transport vehicle such as this similar
example [sister car, B-49, pictured circa 1950]:

The restoration involved many Society members over a number of years. Original materials and
sections were re-used wherever possible, and patterns were made for construction of replacement
sections where necessary. Other unrestored B-class bodies in the Society’s collection were also
used as reference, although a number of differences were found in what would be expected to be
similar vehicles.
The restoration involved attention to most aspects of the body — sides, platforms, roof, windows
— and close attention to painted and other surface finishes. Non-operational examples of control
equipment were installed to give a realistic appearance
Photographs on the next two pages, taken by PETS members, show the scope of the task, and the
underline how fantastic the effort and achievement have been.
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Perth B-class 15 — The Transfer
The transfer of B15 from Whiteman Park to South Perth took place in two stages, from Friday 25
September to Sunday 27 September.

WAGT (Perth) B 15 stands outside the Lindsay Richardson Carbarn on Friday 25 September, after
receiving a thorough clean by Maree Cowley and Michael Fielder, with preparations under way for loading
for its transfer to South Perth. It was moved over the hardstand behind it at right, newly laid by Ray
Blackmore, for loading. B 15 is mounted on a “mock-up” 21E style truck, constructed using ex-railway
equipment, on 1067mm gauge (as appropriate for the Perth tramways).
Photograph: Noel Blackmore

After being turned through 90˚ using two cranes, B 15 is moved from the Lindsay Richardson Carbarn fan
to the semi-trailer (out of view behind the tram) for loading on 25 September. The body of Perth E 64 can
be seen alongside the carbarn at right.
Photograph: Noel Blackmore
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B15 sits in its new enclosure fronting Mill Point Road in South Perth in the early
morning of Sunday 27 September, following a well planned operation involving
road closure, cranes, trucks, and the length of temporary track which is visible in
this image.
Photograph: Michael Stukely
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B-15 in the early morning sunlight in South Perth …. and Lindsay Richardson and Maree Cowley take the
opportunity to appreciate some details of the restoration.
Photographs: Michael Stukely

The view from the back of the Tram Barn shows B-15’s position opposite exMelbourne W2 388 in the Windsor Hotel.
Photograph: Michael Stukely
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Top and Above: A view, and detail, of the truck
constructed for B-15.
Right: The interior of B-15 after installation,
with the floor still protected by cardboard. The
trolley-pole and its base, which were removed
for transport and laid on the floor, await reattachment to the roof.
Photographs: Michael Stukely
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Museum Work Days 2020
Saturday Track Days 0800 - 1500
March 7
March 21
***
April 4
May 9
June 13
July 11
August 8
September 5 — cancelled
September 12 — NEW
September 19 — cancelled
September 26 — NEW

October 10
November 7
November 28

***

*** Tentative additional days, weather and volunteers dependent.
Wednesday Work Days 0700 - 1530
Starting
Finishing

January 15
December 16

Thursday Work Days 0700 - 1100/1200
Starting
Finishing

January 16
December 17

Hot weather
On a work day where the temperature is forecast to be
• 36C - 38C — members may attend during the morning and leave at the lunch break;
• 39C and above — the workday will be abandoned.
Obligation
Under the Rail Safety National Law the Society must ensure the provision of safe
and secure tram track, overhead wire system, rolling stock, and many other aspects
of operating an electric tramway.
For this to be achieved, all WA members need to give some time on at least two of
the work days for these requirements to be met, otherwise failure to meet the
safety regime would likely mean a suspension of our on-track operations by the Rail
Safety Regulator as well as not meeting Site Lease arrangements with Whiteman
Park.
So it is up to you, the members!!
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PETS Office Bearers and Portfolio Holders 2019—2020
Elected Officers and Council Members
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership Secretary

Allan Kelly
Michael Stukely
Robert Pearce
Tony Kelly
Beth Kelly

0432 175 093
08 9443 1945
0439 951 007
0448 821 200
0428 782 955

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Shane Parsons
Gordon Blackmore
David Brown
Ray Blackmore

0448 061 225
0439 241 993
08 9471 7235
0408 943 723

Honorary Positions
Patrons

Mr Stuart Hicks AO

Mr John McGrath MLA

Honorary Auditor Mr Alan Holt

Sub-Committees
Operations Group (OGC)

Allan Kelly (Chair), Noel Blackmore, Colin Spooner, Pat Ward, Maree Cowley, Kim
Freind, Ian Sidebottom, Nick Tsiaglis
Ric Francis (Acting Chair), Frank Edwards, Graham Bedells, Bill Allnutt,
Lindsay Richardson, David Brown,

Restoration Group (RGC)
Safety Management (SMC)

Michael Stukely (Chair), Shane Parsons, David Brown, Robert Pearce, Tony Kelly,
Allan Kelly

Restoration Planning (RPC)

David Brown (Chair), Robert Pearce, Tony Kelly, Michael Stukely,
Lindsay Richardson, Ray Blackmore, Roy Winslow, Shane Parsons

Planning & Development (PDC)

[Not appointed]

Promotion & Events (PEC)

Tony Kelly (Chair), Beth Kelly

Social (SC)

Beth Kelly (Chair), Tony Kelly

Supervisors & Officers (Operational)
Rail Safety Manager
Electrical & Mechanical
Engineering Adviser

Michael Stukely (SMC
members, Deputies)
Noel Blackmore

Rail Safety Auditor

Robert Pearce (Shane
Parsons, Deputy)
Ian Kelly
Len Pearce
Kim Freind, John Bain, Terry
Young

Electrical Supervisor

Colin Spooner

Mechanical Supervisor
Engineering Supervisor
Clerk of Works

Track Adviser

Trevor Dennhardt

Overhead

Team Blackmore

Track Supervisor

Nick Tsiaglis (Terry Young,
Deputy)

Museum Site & Workday
Roster

OGC

Traffic Crew Records

Gordon Blackmore

Safety Officer

Ian Sidebottom

First Aid

Maree Cowley

Motor Vehicles & Plant

Nick Tsiaglis, John Bain

Motor Vehicles & Plant
Adviser

Pat Ward

Traffic Manager

Tony Kelly (Allan Kelly,
Deputy)
Garry Barker, Tony Kelly
David Brown, Allan Kelly,
Shane Parsons

Traffic Rosters

Allan Kelly

Motorman Trainer/Examiner

Tram Body Maintenance

Ian Sidebottom

Fire Protection, Buildings

David Brown, Robert Pearce,
Garry Barker, Ronald Applin,
Tony Kelly, Hayden Holmes,
Shane Parsons, Allan Kelly
Terry Young

Special Projects

Lindsay Richardson

Weekend Workday Roster

Nick Tsiaglis, Michael Stukely

Patterns & Spare Parts
Ric Francis
Inventory OIC
Stores, Paints & Flammables RGC

Conductor Trainer/
Examiner

Council-Appointed Officers (Non Operational)
Archives
Archives Assistant
Displays, Webmaster
Promotion, Events,Sales
Social

Michael Stukely
David Brown
David Brown
Tony Kelly
Beth Kelly

Carbarn
Trolley Wire Correspondent
COTMA Delegate
TCC (WP) Representative
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David Brown [Ed.], Robert
Pearce, Shane Parsons
Michael Stukely
Robert Pearce
Beth Kelly (Allan Kelly,
Deputy)

